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ABSTRACT
In response to research indicating that elementary

school children have little cr no underitatding of the reading
process, this paper presents the following statements designed to
help studentaAevelop.a- good-Concept of reading: reading is.when'
meaning is reconstructed from written syntols; reading-1.s .a way of
satisfying our needs, reading is using experiences and knowledge to

''galn,meaming.ftom.written symbols =for some .purpose,, and reading is
reacting. The Statements are -acComparieirty-several-activities
designed to ,help students- understand and beCome familiar Cith a:
In a cUlminating activity, it is suggested that students keep logs
which they detail the kinds of materials they have read, their
_putpOse in reading each item, and their reactions, to (the material.
The paper points out that these activities should enable students to
see that reading is a-complex!process in which the'reader'doea not
juSt sly, the cords but actively participates, in the reading proCess
to reconstruct meaning and to satisfy his cr her'needs. 111)
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Suggested A tivities:
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-an, ask them what It means. Emphasize that in o der fox.
S

xe-ading to take place there must,..be an e 'Flange of mewling.
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these words: home everyon

thfever

they

the meaning was that they got froM

at. Ask if they have

definitioi
:ading II those wdrds.

Discuss why eve4,.tho h the'se are .familiar English wc cts'there

wash` t any meaning an point - out that this was riot -eadinp

Words need to be.,put linto a meaniygf 1 sequence Zip ake p

Encourage the studen s to arrange the words into a meant ng ul

sentence that can-be read,

3.. Present the stud ntg wit

Ask the -children if (they can read that sentence.. Tell them

following: Yo voy al eine.

that this is Spanish and tell' them how to pronounce-the words.

Again ask' there if they, can read the sentence now. BY now they

should realize that they ar ending it unless thty know

-4 what thb words mean in -Englih, Alter they know how to

interpr: the Spanish words they can now read the sentence

because-in their minds they will understand the meaning.

mean going. to the' movie. me students can read

Spanish use the French equivalent; Je -vais au cinema,

4. -Discuss how reading is rela_ t to speaking. When we speak
ti

our purpose is to say somath g that will have meaning for a

lister if our listened didn't let any meaning from our

speech,

trim /her. Therefore it doe not Make much sense keep

would not make -neh.sensd to keep an talking to

'looking at_ a bunch .0-7 ras a they,hnve no m aril of You

either have to find some way finding Out what they mean or

quit trying to read them. Have the tudents pretend they -.all



lost_tha r voice and have to communicate with each other
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Suggesrnd activities:

1. Ask s tudents what they have read b e cotni

Ask them .if. they had'a purpose for reading. If the' cars' 0-
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labels on caps to know what you buying
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can be ae- ui.red through re Odin hlave others try to thinl
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Example: What is tht. largest state in the union?' Look in a

geography book, an almanac or an encyclopedia.

Have students think of cliff things that they sometimes

write for others to read and the purpose they had for "ting

them and the purpose the reader had for reading them.

Ecample an invjtatiQn to a party

These ,activities should lead students, to the realization that

reading, is a way people have of satisvying Chei

are many different, purposes

thing, to learn how

etc. In the above activ

students' ideas with additio_ 1 purRoses.

needs. There

riding: to learn how to __

find something, for

" .

tertainMent

teacher should suppleinen
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t be interested in.
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List things that' they read but that their parr is would nc f be
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ST ATEIWT IV: Reading is reacting.

Suggested-Activities:

J. List'some °different types of reading material and have

students say what they. think their reactions would probably

be. Discuss the different kinds of reactions .that people

often have from reading and suggest ones that students di:

mention, for example, sympathy for a characte disl'

character, Dense, excitement, fear, boredom,

had happened differently, cc fusion, etc.

a

;ping things

Read the whole class the same stet' and have them. write

down all their reactions to it.- Have them compare their

reactions to see how they are different.

the students might not.tlink.of such

done if `you were the main character?

Culminating Activity

4_ things that

"What. would you have

Now would you have felt?"

Have s tiidents keep a log 1,) their reading activities for one

week where they record the differe kinds of reading material'

that they read and some specific examples of each different

type. They should list the purpose they had for reading the

particular item, or

their reaction

what need wa ati sfi.edsatisfied by reading t and

the material read.

Through these" activities students should ,rye that! re _ink:

complex process in which the reader does more than just say the

words. The reader must actively participate in th reading

process to reconstruct meaning and to .fy hip_ /her needs.
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